
RACE  1 : This is a very good race to kick off the night’s racing. VINCENT CAN GO (6) 

was super impressive winning first in where he done all the work and won as he liked. 

He draws a touch wide again here so will need to do the work again but is a leading 

chance. CARDINAL SPEC (11) is a very promising type who won very well last start. He 

goes back to the back row here but if his close enough will take plenty of holding out. 

STONER RAINBOW (4) is getting very close to a win. He draws well so may use his gate 

speed and try and cross early so if does will take plenty of catching. FON ESS KAY (3) 

has been good in his brief career to date and draws to be a winning chance. BAROOGA 

BUSTER (2) is a handy type who will strip much fitter for his first up run so from the 

draw has a good hope at odds. ANIMI SUB INGIS (5) , ONEMORELAUGH (7) and 

ANOTHERMETRO (10) are very capable of running a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : CARDINAL SPEC (11) there will be a bit of speed on up front so he can get 
over the top of them. 

DANGERS :  VINCENT CAN GO (6) really impressed first up so is the danger along with 
STONER RAINBOW (4). 

ROUGHIE : BAROOGA BUSTER (2) has a hope here at good each way odds. 

RATINGS :  11 – 2 3 4 6 – 5 7 10 – 1 8 9 12 

RACE  2 : This is the first of the two year olds for the night. HOUSE HAUNTER (5) has 

been around the mark in all of her runs to date. She deserves to breakthrough so is a 

leading chance here. JOHN SNOW (6) is in the same vote as he has also been around the 

mark in his brief career. He has drawn a touch wide so will have to do a bit of work early 

but still is a leading chance. TROOPERDORE (2) is a first starter from the Paul Ashwood 

stable and draws well so will pay to keep very safe on debut. ODINS QUEEN HELA (1) 

draws to run an improved race here so would not surprise. CEMENTO RAPIDO (7) has 

showed glimpses on occasions so if produced his best is not without a chance. 
STITCHINTIME (4) will strip fitter for his first local run so can sneak a place. 

TOP PICK : JOHN SNOW (6) with a better run here will be hard to beat. 

DANGERS : HOUSE HAUNTER (5) is the obvious danger along with first starter 
TROOPERDORE (2). 

ROUGHIE :  ODINS QUEEN HELA (1) can run a better race from this draw. 

RATINGS : 6 – 2 5 – 1 4 7 – 3 8 

RACE  3 : This is a very open CO/C1. PLAY APPLE TREE (8) resumed from a long 

absence from the track with a very impressive win last start. She has drawn inside the 

back row here so will some luck early but if she gets she will take plenty of holding out. 

BRAVO CHARLIE (2) has had a bit of a freshen up and did trial ok last week. He has 

drawn well so if his able to find the top he will take plenty of catching. CHIRAC (4) got a 

long way back last start when he was seen hitting the line strongly. He draws much 

better tonight so if he lobs handy he will take plenty of holding out. BERTILS DELIGHT 

(11) will find this much easier than last start when had to do a bit of work in the run so 

with a more economical run tonight can surprise at good odds. ME MATE LES (10) is 

another that will find this easier so is not without a chance at odds. JAZZY JANE (3) 
,CYRILFROMTHEPOCKET (5)and BOUTIQUE ART (6) can sneak a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : CHIRAC (4) has a real good hope here. 



DANGERS : PLAY APPLE TREE (8) with any luck at all the huge danger along with BRAVO 
CHARLIE (2). 

ROUGHIE : BERTILS DELIGHT (11) will go around at good odds here and can win. 

RATINGS :  4 - 2 8 – 10 11 – 3 5 6 – 9 12 – 1 7 

RACE  4 : This is a three year old & older non winners. MAILIE ROSA (2) battled away in 

a much stronger race last week she has drawn well here so will get every chance. 

OSCAR BLAKEDON (1) hit the line well in a good race last start. He draws the pole here 

so if can take advantage of it will be in the finish. TRIED AND TRUE (9) is first up in the 

State for Rohan Hadley so will pay to keep very safe as draws to get a good run through. 

TIZYALATOR (7) ran a much improved race last start so with a repeat from the poor 

draw can surprise at odds. CALL ME MOUSE (4) is a first starter from the Kent Rattray 

stable so will pay to watch the market. FAMILY ORPHAN (5) , TOPNOTCH SAMSON (6) 
and OUR ARTESIAN LILY (8) are all capable of sneaking a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : MAILIE ROSA (2) from the draw has a good each way hope. 

DANGERS : OSCAR BLAKEDON (1) if he happened to hold up he will be a huge danger 
along with TRIED AND TRUE (9). 

ROUGHIE : TIZYALATOR (7) good last start so has a hope at odds. 

RATINGS : 2 – 1 9 – 4 5 6 7 8 - 3 

RACE  5 : This is a good C2/C3. KARALTA DAZZLER (1) is racing in brilliant fashion at 

present and with the claim for young Wade Rattray comes up with the pole so whatever 

beats him will win. THESE DAYS  (3) will strip much fitter for his first up run so from will 

be a danger. PARTYBOY GLENWOOD (13) has been racing well but will be relying on 

getting a cart into the race and if does will be finishing hard. MODERN SCOOTER (6) is a 

very handy type resuming and although drawn wide has to be kept very safe. DAMITSAM 

(9) has drawn to get a cheap run behind the leader so has a good place chance. PUNT 

ROAD DISCO (10) , TISU TOOTA (11) and DELIGHTFUL LILLY (12) are always around 

the mark so are a must for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : KARALTA DAZZLER (1) is clearly the one to beat. 

DANGERS : THESE DAYS (3) will be on the pace throughout so is a danger along with 

PARTYBOY GLENWOOD (13). 

 ROUGHIE : MODERN SCOOTER (6) will be double figure odds and has a hope. 

RATINGS :  1 – 3 6 13 – 9 10 – 11 12 – 2 4 5 7 

RACE  6 : This is a C1 only. THE FAMILY GUY (12) is low flying and gets into a very 

winnable race here. He draws out the back so we may get a bit better odds as he has 

drawn out the back and look’s a good gamble. ROBYN SCHERBOTSKY (4) is racing very 

well and is the obvious danger as she has some hope of finding the top which will make 

her very hard to run down. LOVETHELIFEYOULIVE (2) draws well here so expect a much 

improved so is a must for the exotics. NOHOWTOFOLDEM (1) does have a bit of ability 

and comes up with the pole at his first run back so can sneak a place at odds. LUKE 

PETER (8) has drawn to get a cheap on the pegs so can sneak a minor first four spot. 

BOLTNMACH (7) and GLORY IS ILLUSIVE (9) are next best. 



TOP PICK : THE FAMILY GUY (12) look’s very hard to beat here. 

DANGERS : ROBYN SCHERBOTSKY (4) is the obvious danger and to a lesser extent 
LOVETHELIFEYOULIVE (2). 

ROUGHIE :  BOLTNMACH (7) can sneak a place at huge odds. 

RATINGS : 12 – 4 – 1 2 8 – 7 9 – 5 6 10 11 – 3 

RACE  7  This is the claimer off the night. MELPARK MAESTRO (4) won well last start 

when he worked to the lead. He will be hoping to work to the top again and if does find 

the top will take running down. BABES BOY BOB (2) ran a much improved race when 

running second to him when sat on his back. He will get a similar run here so has to be a 

chance. SHANGHAI KNIGHT (6) is always around the mark in these races so with the 

right run will be a danger. BEEF CITY BEAU (5) is the query runner. He is an old veteran 

who is very capable on his night so will pay to keep very safe. SPOT NINE (3) and SKY 

TOWER (8) are both tough types and are a must for the exotics. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS 
(7) hit the line well last start but draw hurts tonight so place is best. 

TOP PICK : MELPARK MAESTRO (4) is the one to beat in an open race. 

DANGERS : BEEF CITY BEAU (5) is well placed here so is a danger along with SHANGHAI 
KNIGHT (6). 

ROUGHIE : BABES BOY BOB (2) will get a good run and can win. 

RATINGS : 4 – 2 5 6 – 3 7 8 – 9 - 1 

RACE 8 : This is the last leg of the quadrella. REALLY FIESTY (2) draws well here so if 

she can find the top she will take plenty of running down. OLIVERS MATE (9) has drawn 

to follow her through. He lacks a bit of high speed but does battle away ok so will be a 

danger. WEONA MASTERPIECE (4) will pay to forgive last run and go on previous form. 

She has run some handy races in the past so if she runs up to her best will be in the 

finish. FLYLIKA HAWK (5) was gallant two runs back when got run down late. He will 

need to be driven for luck so if gets some has a hope at odds. ESQUIVO (3) , 
BLITZEMGAMBLE (7) and DISCO JACK (8) all have claims for the minor first four spot. 

TOP PICK : REALLY FIESTY (2) look’s a real good hope here. 

DANGERS : WEONA MASTERPIECE (4) if produces best is a danger along with OLIVERS 
MATE (9). 

ROUGHIE : ESQUIVO (3) can sneak a place at odds. 

RATINGS :  2 – 4 9 – 5 – 3 7 8 – 1 6 

RACE  9 : This is a C1/C2 for the Mares. MARGIN GIRL (6) is racing very well and is very 

well placed here. She led the three wide line up last week in a much tougher race so is 

sure to take plenty of beating in this. HELEN WHEELS (4) resumed with a very good 

third. She is a very handy mare who gets the right run can finish very quickly so is the 

danger. HILDA SU (3) is a handy mare at her best so from the draw has an each way 

chance. PRECIOUS DRAGON (5) has been consistent of late so is sure to be thereabouts 

again. REALLY FAYFAY (2) , SOHO KNIGHTLEY (7) and ANGKRISTY (8) are all capable on 
their night so can sneak a place. 



TOP PICK : MARGIN GIRL (6) this look’s her race. 

DANGERS : HELEN WHEELS (4) is the obvious danger along with PRECIOUS DRAGON 
(5). 

ROUGHIE : HILDA SU (3) can run a race here at odds. 

RATINGS :  6 - 3 4 5 – 2 7 8 - 1 

RACE  10 : This is a very strong C5/C8. DIVAS DELIGHT (3) has had a super season and 

look’s well placed here and will get out to good odds so look’s a good gamble. 

RIVERBOAT JASPER (4) is a very talented four year old who will be look to recapture his 

best form. He will have to do a bit of work in run so is a must include. GIULIANI (1) was 

brutal winning last start. He will be hoping to hold up so if does they may not run him 

down. MELOLYN (2) has been consistent of late so from the draw has a good winning 

hope as well. MAYBE DOC (6) and TALKABOUT DEXTER (7) are capable on their night 
and can sneak a place at odds. 

TOP PICK : DIVAS DELIGHT (3) will get out to very good odds and can win. 

DANGERS : RIVERBOAT JASPER (4) is a very smart costumer who is the danger along 
with GIULIANI (1). 

ROUGHIE : TALKABOUT DEXTER (7) can fill a place at odds. 

RATINGS : 3 – 1 2 4 – 6 7 - 5 

RACE  11 : This is another two year old to finish off the night. FUNDAMENTALIST (3) 

has been racing very well at his past couple and gets his chance to breakthrough for his 

first win here. PUNTER KARALTA (2) draws well and may get to the pegs first so if you 

can forget his last run has a hope here. MARAVILLOSO (1) hit the line well in a very slick 

mile rate last start. He draws the pole so if can take advantage of it will be around the 

mark. MY MATE TYSON (7) has drawn the top of the track but this is a winnable race for 

him with a little luck. NIGHTSINMONTGOMERY (4) is a first starter so will pay to watch 
for any market moves. BUSTED (5) is a consistent type who is a must for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : FUNDAMENTALIST (3) is the one to beat here.            

DANGERS : MY MATE TYSON (7) is the danger with a little luck along with MARAVILLOSO 
(1) who draws well. 

ROUGHIE : PUNTER KARALTA (2) will run a much better race here and can win. 

RATINGS : 3 – 1 2 5 7 – 4 6 

 


